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winsock wlan youtube the final step consists of simply
turning on the internet connection on your pc and it

will start to share it with other devices. this might not
be the most practical solution for those who don’t
have a router nearby, but it’s definitely one of the

easiest ways to turn your pc into a wireless hotspot.
nowadays, more and more people use a router to set
up and share wi-fi connection, but sometimes you do
not have a router near by. luckily, there are several
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ways to turn your pc into a wi-fi hotspot that will share
the intenet connection between other devices. in the

following guide i will demonstrate you two simple ways
to turn your windows pc into a wireless hotspot: one
using windows control panel tools and another one
using a third-party application. thanks to hcspot wifi

hotspot softwares useful and strong features, you will
be able to manage your wifi customers at ease. you
can easily limit bandwidth quota & bandwidth speed,

filter any websites on the fly, create advanced
connection rules and many more.

Hcspot Wifi Hotspot Full 11

pair-wise (bip-pairing) wifi hotspot connection uses
just two or more routers instead of configuring them

individually, with hcspot wifi hotspot software you will
be able to have unlimited access to more than 1000

routers within your home or business. the
sophisticated traffic and bandwidth distribution feature

of hcspot wifi hotspot software, ensures that your
internet connections are secure, up to date and

steady. you can also control your internet bandwidth
very easy using this tool. hcspot wifi hotspot software
makes sure that your internet is safe. detecting and

blocking unknown websites, ip addresses, hosts,
domains, keywords will also make the internet safer

for you and your customers. hcspot wifi hotspot
software allows you to set/get the various options and
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settings in a very easy way. you can speed up wifi
connectivity and manage all your devices from one

single dashboard and website. have you ever
experienced any connection failures while you want to
create a hotspot or you are using it? if you have, then
you will definitely come across this issue with hcspot
wifi hotspot software. hcspot wifi hotspot software
cannot make any active connection to the router.

make sure that the router is connected to the internet.
if it is so, then check the access point for the wifi

router to ensure that it has at least one profile already
created. it will not create it for the first time. ip

address is the most important thing in setting up a wifi
hotspot. ensure that you give right address in settings

of the router. if you give the wrong address, it will
create the hotspot but it will not connect to the router.
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